
50th Anniversary FREE Continuting Education Classes – April, 2nd 1pm-5pm 

Pre-registration required. Space is limited.  

Cosmetology/Esthetics ConEd: Capri Dubuque Theory Room 

Presenters: Thomas Obershaw & Nikki Hynek 

Topics: How to market your business on a shoestring budget (N.H.) & innovative haircut and 

styling techniques (T.O.). 

Thomas Obershaw is a platform artist who currently works at the Side Door Salon in Boulder CO. 

A Capri graduate and past instructor, he is eager to come back and share his expertise and 

special techniques in haircutting and styling. Thomas is also a brand educator for Wella 

Professional. We are thrilled for him to bring his big city trends and knowledge to our coned class. 

His great knowledge and experience both behind the chair and on the stage, makes this class 

one you won’t want to miss! 

Nikki Hynek, founder and creator of the Dollup Case, is a makeup artist maven fully immersed in 

the world of high fashion, color, inked eyes, tinseled lashes and girl-next-store skin.  As a celebrity 

makeup artist, Nikki has passionately enjoyed a career in the cosmetic industry with a myriad of 

accolades and successes that include magazine covers, feature films and creating looks for 

high-profile clients. 

Nikki set out to design the perfect cosmetic case to house her everyday essentials after finding a 

deficit in multitasking cosmetic bags.  Admitting that she always did her makeup on-the-go, Nikki 

was determined to make a carry case that organized makeup for ease of application, could be 

used for quick touch-ups and that was so vogue it could be carried as a clutch.  Nikki hopes that 

women everywhere enjoy dolling up for the day with the Dollup Case. 

 

Massage Therapy ConEd: Capri Dubuque Massage Clinic 

Presenters: Gretchen Breitbach & Tina Hoag Reader 

Join Gretchen to take a closer look at how posture affects pain and dysfunction within our 

holistic bodies. Peer through the lens of structural analysis; the energetic bodies; and, the use of 

our breath to discover internal holdings through guided imagery. We will rediscover ourselves 

and refresh our eyes to new ways of seeing “our bodies”.  

Tina will be doing a two hour presentation on the topic of Ethics. Ethics is defined as “an 

individual’s or group’s standards of behavior” and is the foundation of massage therapy. Every 

facet of our occupation is affected by Ethics. Several states find this topic important enough to 



require a certain number of their con-ed hours be Ethics related. Topics such as confidentiality, 

scope of practice, and boundaries will be discussed. This presentation will serve as two hours of 

continuing education in Category B.  

 

 


